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Xafecopy  

 Introduction 
Due to some articles [1][2] found on the web reporting about the Xafecopy[3] malware – a battery 

optimizer app which is secretly subscribing to premium services via SMS - this android dropper 

caught my attention in several ways. 

Firstly, since there are no detailed articles about how this kind of malware works, the goal is to 

create a better understanding of this unique malware.  

Secondly, when I was searching for a sample on Virustotal, most of the samples were quite new 

which is another good sign as there could be new features which no other malware in the past had 

built in. 

 Xafecopy 
Inside Xafecopy the o.t.t.c.class is the interesting class file to look at. The class is using 

System.loadLibrary to load the native .so library libhello.so inside the lib folder. The purpose of 

libhello.so is to drop SMSreg.A[4], install and to execute it. 

 Overview of SMSreg.A 

3.1. Commonsdk package 

SMSreg.A contains multiple packages and sub-packages. The first package is the 

com.commonsdk.commonsdk package as you can see below in figure 4. The most interesting 

packages inside here is the encrypt as well as the util package.  

The encrypt package contains encryption functions for the encrypted JavaScript files within the 

assets folder. The util package contains utility classes, for example AppUtil. AppUtil contains 

functions like isServiceRunning, openVideo and isAppInstalled. The functionality of those features 

should be pretty self-explanatory when reading the name.  

 

Figure 4. commonsdk package 
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3.2.  hyjt package 

Inside the package hyit, there is an interesting sub-package called projectconfig. The classes 

CountryValues.class and the OperatorConstants.class inside projectconfig are both suggesting that 

the malware is targeting Turkish users, since only the country code from Turkey and Turkish 

telephone providers were added. The CaptchaUrl.class file contains a list of a few IP addresses 

which are possibly being used to bypass captcha software used by the subscription services. The 

class LocalUrlContants.class initializes new Bean objects with parameters like the service 

subscription URL or the JavaScript file to execute on the loaded offer. We will have a more detailed 

look on the JavaScript files later on. 

 

Figure 5. hyjt package 

3.3. wapsdk package 

The wapsdk package is where all the magic happens. Most of the configuration settings like URLs 

are stored in packages like contant or http. The manager package contains class files, which are 

used to launch the subscription based URL’s and also checks for incoming SMS for strings like 

“verification code”. The manager package also contains a lot of logging functionalities which are 

mostly written in Chinese. This suggests that the malware was most likely written by a Chinese 

author. 

The sms package contains hard-coded SMS messages which are seem to subscribe the user to 

some type of mobile gaming content since most of the messages contain the word “GAME”. Inside 

the util package, there is an interesting class UploadUtil, which is used to upload bitmaps to a 

webserver. More details about this later.  AdBeanUtil.class is used to parse URLs and for attaching 

various parameters used for tracking to it. Another interesting component are the digits 0-9 stored 

as Base64 in order to bypass the captchas. Multiple captcha classes are created in order to 

differentiate between image captchas with the length of 4, 5 and 10 digits. 

 

Figure 6. wapsdk package 
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In summary, the hyjt package is being used to store the configuration files for SMSreg.A. 

Commonsdk contains cryptography functions as well as basic utilities like networking or logging 

features. Wapsdk contains the core of the application. For instance, inside this package, the SMS 

functionality is stored. Commonsdk and Wapsdk seem to be libraries which are potentially used by 

other applications. When searching for code pieces within those packages, it turns out that some 

code pieces of the whole libraries can be found on websites like “www.codesnippet.cn” or 

“www.javatips.net” as the function names and variables are pretty similar. However, there is not a 

single page containing the whole library, which indicates that the malware developer must have 

been creating it by himself.  

There is one last package nineoldandroids which is not listed here since it’s just used for 

compatibility with older android versions. 

 

 JavaScript files 
So during my research on the Xafecopy malware I was initially only interested in the JavaScript 

files since they were encrypted as you can see in figure 7. This didn’t look legit at all. Luckily 

SMSreg.A contains hardcoded keys, which makes it really easy to decrypt the DES3 encrypted 

JavaScript files. 

  

Figure 7. Encrypted javascript file “chazhaoanniu.js” on the left. Decrypted file on the right. 

 

Those JavaScript files are injected into the WebView instances, depending of the current offer. 

During the research I found a good example of such a subscription based website, which I will 

share with you, so you are getting a better understanding about how this malware works. The 

domain “hxxp://videohub.club” shows wallpapers, videos and animations of Indian women. Once 

a user clicks on an image, a popup shows up which you can see in figure 8. In our case, the user 

doesn’t need to click anything as the JavaScript is doing that job. The malicious SMSreg.A’s 

JavaScript is filling in the mobile number from the current device to the number field and clicks the 

submit button afterwards. 

http://www.codesnippet.cn/
http://www.javatips.net/
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Figure 8. Videohub subscription pop-up 

 

 Log files 
SMSreg.A is logging a lot of its executed commands to log files. Either the malware developer just 

forgot about that feature and hasn’t removed it or he simply didn’t care enough about it. Anyways, 

this is good for us since we can get more information by reading the log files. 

The commonsdk.commonsdk.util.XLog.class file contains a function called getLogFilePath which 

returns “/storage/emulated/0/SexVideo”. Connecting with the adb tool I was able to pull 5 log files 

from this location which all look similar to what you see in figure 9.  Inside the log files many URLs 

are logged, which are mostly subscription-based services like the Videohub example. However, 

there is one play.google.com URL logged, which is possibly another malicious app being 

downloaded on the phone.  

 

Figure 9. 20171023.txt log file 
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While running the Xafecopy malware on the emulated device, no malicious activity is visible to the 

user. By checking the logs at the given location, it becomes clear that the application is in fact 

doing malicious behavior as shady URLs are being loaded hidden from the user. The attempt turns 

out to be unsuccessful on a virtual device as SMSreg.A can’t read out the phone number from the 

device to automatically enter it on the subscription websites. However, this would look different 

on a real device because a real telephone number could be read. 

 Network traffic 
The network traffic generated by our emulated device confirms the findings inside the log files. 

Initially, information like the IMEI, the serial number and tracking parameters is transferred to the 

host “global.top1aff.com:9090”. When visiting this host directly, it redirects us to Google to make it 

look like nothing suspicious is there. After the tracking procedure the subscription URLs are being 

loaded in the hidden WebView. On our emulated device this doesn’t do any harm. Stay cautious if 

you want to try it with your real device and remove the SIM card or use a prepaid card at least! 

In 2.1.1.3 Wapsdk I was mentioning the UploadUtil.class. The upload function itself is never called 

in any of the other class files. Just to make sure, the network traffic was logged for several hours. 

The application never made a call to upload anything to the given URL inside the UploadUtil.class. 

Therefore it is safe to assume that this functionality is made just for testing purposes or for future 

versions, since it’s not actively being used by the malware. 

Another interesting thing to mention here is that once Xafecopy is uninstalled by the user, the 

harmful software is removed as well and no subscription based URLs are being loaded in future. 

 

Figure 10. Network traffic 

 

 

 
 

 Admin panel 
When looking at wapsdk.wapsdk.utils.UploadUtil.class, the host “ub7o.com” is revealed. This class 

could potentially be used to upload bitmaps to the host by using a HTTP POST request as 

mentioned in 5. Network traffic.  
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Viewing the source code of the webpage http://ub7o.com:8080/wapsdk reveals commented out 

actions which are listed below: 

 query_flowlog.action 

 imsi_flowlog.action 

 ciddetail_flowlog.action 

 query_maskurl.action 

 query_ad.action 

 query_debugad.action 

 query_smsad.action 

 query_adlevel.action 

 query_country.action 

 queryChannel_channel.action 

 day_report.action 

 cid_report.action 

 daydetail_report.action 

 topid_report.action 

 all_report.action 

 smshistory_dayrealtime.action 

 day_userReport.action 

 detail_userReport.action 

 day_operReport.action 

 detail502_logDetail.action 

 hhday_dayrealtime.action 

 adiday_dayrealtime.action 

Unfortunately, the admin panel can’t be accessed by using standard passwords like “password” or 

“12345”, so we can only guess about the possibilities of this admin panel and can’t see the actual 

use-cases live. For example, the actions starting with “query” should be mostly used to gain 

statistics about various information from the advertising campaign. The “topid_report” action 

should be displaying the most profitable advertising campaign. The details502_logDetail function 

could be displaying connectivity errors, since 502 is the HTTP error code for “Bad Gateway”. 

 

 

 

 

 

 YARA rule 
rule Xafecopy 

{ 

http://ub7o.com:8080/wapsdk
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 meta: 

  author = "Nathan Stern" 

  description = "Xafecopy detection rule" 

 strings: 

          $a =  "assets/chazhaoanniu.js" 

  $a2 = "assets/chuliurl.js" 

  $a3 = "assets/monidianji.js" 

  $a4 = "assets/shuruyzm.js" 

          $b =  "//Your system is optimizing" 

$b2 = "Congratulations, you have a chance to use the world's popular battery tool." 

$b3 = "Clean Up Assistant is a small, stylish, elegant application that can help you 

focus on the current battery charge percentage of your circumstances Android device, and 

even can be used as energy saving device." 

 condition: 

  1 of ($a*) or 2 of ($b*) 

} 

 File hashes and resources 
[1] https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/xafecopy-android-malware-empties/ 

[2] https://www.hackread.com/xafecopy-malware-secretly-steals-money-from-android-devices/ 

[3] SHA-256 0a4ab7f1d78f5a48c83757ff378bc3179f1efaa6463239892417c141137150fe 

[4] SHA-256 dea7774a8155864bc2b8e2dc02e5fff870f744a6436f8250a23250d9e552807c 

 

 

 

If you want to stay updated about malware, be sure to follow the accounts: 

RansomBleed - My personal twitter account about the latest malware reports. 

GDataSoftwareAG – G DATAs twitter company account. 

Blog – The G DATA blog about all kinds of security-related news. 

 

https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/xafecopy-android-malware-empties/
https://www.hackread.com/xafecopy-malware-secretly-steals-money-from-android-devices/
https://twitter.com/RansomBleed
https://twitter.com/GDataSoftwareAG
https://www.gdata.de/blog/

